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A quick background
Bngalore is home to over 2000 slum
settlements mostly comprised of migrant
workers in search of economic
opportunities to better their life. Many
uninformed migrants end up in these
settlements which present a range of
negative social issues. Most of these
illegal settlements comprise of temporary
makeshift housing structures and lack the
basic necessities. Most of these slum
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dwellers are employed in the informal
sector, primarily working as domestic

TFPI immediate response to
Covid 19 lock down
As soon as the reports of the deadly COVID 19 started
coming in early March, the coaches and community staff
alerted the boys and their families about the disease and

helps, sweepers or as manual labourers.
These families do not earn enough to
afford good education for their children
so the children mostly enroll in
Government run public schools which
provide free education. Unmotivated
most young boys drop out of school and
indulge in gambling, drugs and petty

quickly shut down the daily football coaching and house

crimes from a very young age. Broken

visits within the communities to avoid any spread.

homes and single parent families,

When the Government announced the shutdown on

domestic violence and substance abuse

March 24th night, it was very sudden and took the entire

are very common among these

communities by shock. since it was the end of the month

communities. It is to address this express

and salaries were meant to be paid most people, did not

need that TFPIndia started the Sports for

have any money to by food or rations.

Life football and education programme

Desperate and alone many of them tried to leave the city

among young boys from 14 very poor and

to migrate back to their villages but found the transport
facilities shut. A week in to the lockdown, many homes

underprivileged communities in
Bengaluru.

had run out of rations, drinking water and were really
struggling to feed the family. Even though the
Government announced free rations, most areas were
not covered and only rice and some pulses were
distributed. since TFPIndia focuses on such migrant
communities and their families as part of the SFL
programme, it was easy to get in touch with them and
promise them immediate help. 1850 Dry ration kits were
distributed among the most affected families in these
communities.

"listening to the cry of a man who
had not eaten food for 4 days
made me push harder to feed
more hungry migrants "
-Sunil Christopher
(SFL coach)
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The Story of 2 stranded migrants
it was Tuesday 9th June when I first got a
Whatsapp message regarding 2 girls from
Afzalpur who were in a crisis and
desperately wanted to go back to their
village in Orissa. The message came
through an unknown person on a group
that I was a part of that was responding to
needs of migrants.phone number was all I
got to try and provide some support to
these girls. I made the call and the voice on
the other end very timidly and
apprehensively answered some basic
questions. “My name is Margarita and me
and my cousin Elisabeth want to go back to
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Orissa as we have no job and no money to
survive as school teachers."

As I listened to more of their story, I could not believe how these 2 young girls had managed to survive the 3
months of lockdown with no money and only 1 meagre bag of rations. 2 young girls in their early 20’s were
very vulnerable on their own in a fairly new place. To get them on a Shrami train to Orissa was the only way
and for that they would first need to reach Bengaluru. We quickly arranged for some money to be sent to them
so they could take care of immediate needs. I got an immediate response “Ma’am I will never forget you”. To
them it was beyond an explanation why a stranger would even care so much. A day passed in trying to get them
some help locally in Gulbarga but we realized that they were about 2 hours away from Gulbarga and transport
was not easy to find. June 11th was the last direct Shramik train announced to Orissa and we were desperate to
get them on the train. All our efforts to find transport to get them to Bengaluru on the 11th failed and we were
very disappointed, but I continued to stay in touch with the girls and encouraged them to travel at the earliest
to Bengaluru. On 11th June we {another kind heart on the Help Migrants group) booked a sleeper bus ticket
from Gulbarga to Bengaluru. When I sent them the ticket they were shocked at the fare, “its so costly ma’am”!
Magarita exclaimed feeling indebted but very grateful to finally leave the place of their ordeal. 12th June
morning I am eagerly scanning the group looking for updates on trains to Orissa at the same time making
arrangements for the 2 girls to stay if there were no trains that day. Early in the morning the bus from
Gulbarga reached Bengaluru and I had organized a known auto driver to pick them up as we were also
coordinating breakfast for 3000 migrants at Palace grounds. As the auto pulled up outside our office and the
girls got out, I felt a sense of joy and peace, the girls had made it safely and now it was home stretch left! Over a
hot breakfast together I listened to their stories, they had both grown up in orphanages in Orissa from when
they were 4 and 5 years old. Their mothers had died very young and the fathers had remarried forcing their
home situation to change and they were sent away. Bold, independent and very courageous, these girls had paid
15,000 each to an agent to find them a job while they finished college through distance education. They were
recruited to teach English in a small school in a town called Afzalpur in Karnataka. They had just completed a
few months and during the lock down had not been paid by the school management for 3 months. Alone and
desperate the girls were surviving on a bag of rice donated and nothing else for 3 months. We managed to get
them to Palace Ground in the hope that they will be registered and in the system. The place was crowded and
full of people wanting help with registrations. Margarita immediately and without thinking sat down to fill the
forms of other migrants who were not literate. I was so touched to see her respond to the needs around her.
They were able to board the train that day but before I left and said goodbye we took one picture together as a
reminder of a chance meeting completely orchestrated from above! This is the picture that Magarita had on her
status!

PARTNERSHIPS
we couldn't have done it alone!
TFPIndia managed to provide over 10,000
cooked meals to stranded migrants. The
meals were collected and distributed to
various police stations by the volunteers and
staff of TFPIndia, through partnerships with
other organizations. it was difficult and risky
as many of the areas are in red zones but the
staff were every ready to stretch themselves
from 6am in the morning to 9pm in the night.

PREPARING MEALS
TFPI staff and Volunteers prepared and parcles
food for around 1,500 people every day and
distributed among migrant workers,daily wage
earners and any one hungry on the road across
Bangalore.

PARTNERS WHO MADE THIS POSSIBLE
Atria Foundation - Covid relief - With Bengaluru- Diya Ghar- Asia CMS - Help
Migrants Bengaluru - The Freedom Project Australia - NPC, USA Individual Donors

TFPI Feeding Over 10000 of Migrants Daily

Lending support to
Neighboring
Districts.
Genesis football club

TFPINDIA extended its support
to the neighbouring district of. .
partnering with Genesis football
club, TFPI managed to provide
dignity kits to 50 worst affected
families

DIGNITY KITS

We can't help everyone, but everyone can help someone.
Most families are hardworking and live of their meagre earnings, they
lack but are too dignified to beg. To address this very important need
without making the families feel bad, TFPI decided to call these
packages as dignity kits. The team enquired from the families and found
out that essential items like rice and wheat flour were the need so
quickly a Kit costing Rs 1500/ per family was put together.
TFPIndia coaches identified the worst affected families and the team
swung into action distributing Rice, dhal, oil, sugar, salt, potatoes and
wheat flour to these homes.
As news got around more families began asking for help and TFPIndia
reached out to donors requesting special funding to address this need.
Till date the TFPIndia team have distributed dignity kits to over 1850
families. 100 single mother and widow households identified by the
team as most in need were among the first to receive the kits.
TFPIndia team will continue to stand with these families and
communities and do our best to support them.

covid 19

We could feel the
Pain & Struggle these
Families are going
through & the tears
they shed in
gratitude have stuck
in our Hearts. This
will keep us all
motivated in
continuing this
humanitarian
service..

Chandrasekhar
Coach
Genesis Football Academy

www.tfpinda.org
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THE ART OF SERVING
TFPI COACHES AND VOLUNTEERS

Working among the poor and most needy in some of the worst slum areas was a choice we as
TFPIndia made many years ago. Investing in young football coaches from these areas meant
that we had a very welcome entry during this strict lockdown into places most people would
fear to tread.
COVID- 19, spread fear to such a degree that people forgot what it was to be human but not
the TFPindia team! Braving the police patrols, the fear of the virus itself and the summer heat
,the team carried the heavy ration bags on foot through narrow lanes in the last mile delivery
to every door step. Seeing grateful faces and folded hands as the families received the packs
was reward enough for the hard work. The community saw us stand with them in their hour of
need and that has brought comfort and joy to both the distributor and the receiver! We are
blessed beyond what we can comprehend and at times like this when we as a team took time
to reach out to those less privileged and in need, it brought perspective back. We are so
humbled that we are still alive and well while many have lost their lives or are battling for
them and that God has put us in this unique place of being a blessing where we are. Thank
you to every donor, partner, volunteer for being the spark that has lit this fire in us to serve
in simple yet profound ways!
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1850
MARGINALIZED FAMILIES
SUPPORTED WITH DIGNITY
KITS
Wheat flour, Oil , sugar, tea powder, salt,
chili powder, potatos,

40,000
MEALS WERE DISTRIBUTED
Cooked Food packets were distributed across
Bangalore to migrants and the slum communites.

30,000

WATER BOTTLES WERE
DISTRIBUTED

DISTRIBUTION OF 98000
JUICE BOTTLES
Partnering with other organizations
TFPI managed to get juice bottles
which was later distributed to the
travelling migrants and Slum
communities.

EMOH IDAZA
Emotions stemming from exploitation have many
marks shielding the true personality of a survivor
During this unpredictable time, TFPI ensured that all the women and
children at the Azadi safe home were safe and protected. The women
also wanted to be a part of the relief effort so when the opportunity to
do something meaningful to appreciate doctors came up, the team
immediately volunteered
The Heart Of Baking is a social enterprise set up by TFPI to empower
women survivors of trafficking. July first was national doctors day so
the women from HOB Baked 500 healthy whole wheat and carrot
cupcakes to be distributed among Doctors in the frontline fighting
COVID -19.

Join TFPINDIA in this fight aginst poverty to provid hope
today!

THANK
YOU

For your quick response and generous support
As we continue to support the rebuilding of communities, we look forward to your
continued partnership and support

www.tfpindia.org

